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Abstract. Symbolic functional evaluation (SFE) is the extension of an
algorithm for executing functional programs to evaluate expressions in
higher-order logic. SFE carries out the logical transformations of expand-
ing definitions, beta-reduction, and simplification of built-in constants in
the presence of quantifiers and uninterpreted constants. We illustrate the
use of symbolic functional evaluation as a “universal translator” for link-
ing notations embedded in higher-order logic directly with automated
analysis without using a theorem prover. SFE includes general crite-
ria for when to stop evaluation of arguments to uninterpreted functions
based on the type of analysis to be performed. SFE allows both a novice
user and a theorem-proving expert to work on exactly the same specifi-
cation. SFE could also be implemented in a theorem prover such as HOL
as a powerful evaluation tactic for large expressions.

1 Introduction

Symbolic functional evaluation (SFE) is the extension of an algorithm for ex-
ecuting functional programs to evaluate expressions in higher-order logic. We
use SFE to bridge the gap between high-level, expressive requirements notations
and automated analysis by directly evaluating the semantics of a notation in
higher-order logic. SFE produces the meaning of a specification in a form that
can be subjected to behavioural analysis. In our approach, writing the semantics
of a notation is the only step necessary to have access to a range of automated
analysis procedures for specifications written in that notation. Bridging this gap
allows a novice user to perform some types of analysis even if all queries of the
specification cannot be checked automatically.

SFE carries out the logical transformations of expanding definitions, beta-
reduction, and simplification of built-in constants in the presence of uninter-
preted constants and quantifiers. While these logical transformations can be
performed by rewriting in a theorem prover, they do not require the full gen-
erality of rewriting. To use an algorithm for evaluating functional programs,
two special considerations are needed. First, we handle uninterpreted constants.
Special treatment of uninterpreted constants allows us to carry out substitu-
tion, a core part of the evaluation algorithm, more efficiently. Quantifiers, such
as “forall”, are treated for the most part as uninterpreted constants. Second,
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we have defined several distinct and intuitive levels of evaluation that serve as
“stopping points” for the SFE algorithm when considering how much to evaluate
the arguments of uninterpreted functions. The choice of level provides the user
with a degree of control over how much evaluation should be done and can be
keyed to the type of automated analysis to be performed.

The following simple example illustrates the idea of symbolic functional eval-
uation. We use a syntactic variant of the HOL [17] formulation of higher-order
logic called S [27].1 In S, the assignment symbol := is used to indicate that the
function on the left-hand side is being defined in terms of the expression on the
right-hand side. The function exp calculates xy:

exp x y := if (y = 0) then 1 else (x * exp x (y - 1));

If we use SFE to evaluate this function with the value of x being 2 and the
value of y being 3, the result is 8. In order to test the behaviour of exp for more
possible inputs, we make the input x symbolic. The constant a is an uninterpreted
constant. Evaluating exp a 3, SFE produces:

a * (a * (a * 1))

If both of the inputs to exp are uninterpreted constants, say a, and b, then the
evaluation will never terminate. SFE can tell the evaluation may not terminate
as soon as exp is expanded the first time because the argument to the conditional
is symbolic, i.e., it cannot determine whether b is equal to zero or not. At this
point SFE can terminate evaluation with the result:

if (b = 0) then 1 else (a * exp a (b - 1))

The conditional if-then-else is defined using pattern matching. This stopping
point is the point at which it cannot determine which case of the definition of if
to use. The conditional applied to this argument is treated as an uninterpreted
function, i.e., as if we do not know its definition. We could continue to evaluate
the arguments ((b=0), 1, and (a * exp a (b - 1))) further. In this case, con-
tinuing to evaluate the arguments indefinitely would result in non-termination.
The levels of evaluation of SFE describe when to stop evaluating the arguments
of uninterpreted functions. The levels of evaluation are general criteria that are
applied across all parts of an expression.

Currently, within a theorem prover, evaluating an expression may require
varying amounts of interaction by the user to choose the appropriate sequence
of rewriting steps to obtain the desired expansion of the expression. With SFE,
we make this expansion systematic using levels of evaluation. Thus, while being
less general than rewriting, SFE provides precise control for the user to guide
its specialised task. SFE also does not require the unification step needed for
rewriting.

There are a variety of applications for symbolic functional evaluation. For
example, Boyer and Moore [7] used a more restricted form of symbolic evaluation

1 A brief explanation of the syntax of S can be found in the appendix.
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as a step towards proving theorems in a first-order theory of lists for program
verification.

In this paper, we show how SFE allows us to bridge the gap between high-
level, expressive requirements notations and automated analysis. The input no-
tations of many specialised analysis tools lack expressibility such as the ability to
use uninterpreted types and constants, and parameterisation. One of the benefits
of our approach is that it allows specifiers to use these features of higher-order
logic in specifications written in notations such as statecharts [21], but still have
the benefits of some automated analysis. Therefore, both a novice user and a
theorem-proving expert can work on exactly the same specification using differ-
ent tools. Section 8 provides an example of how general proof results can help
the novice user in their analysis of a specification.

We bridge the gap between high-level notations and automated analysis by
using SFE as the front-end to more specialised analysis tools. SFE directly eval-
uates the semantics of a notation in higher-order logic. It produces a represen-
tation of the meaning of the specification that can be subjected to behavioural
analysis using automated techniques. Our framework is illustrated in Figure 1.
SFE plays the role of a “universal translator” from textual representations of
notations into expressions of the meaning of the specification.

Because the evaluation process need not always go as far as producing a
completely evaluated expression to be sufficient for automated analysis, modes
of SFE produce expressions at different levels of evaluation. Different abstrac-
tions are then applied for carrying out different kinds of automated analysis.
For example, to use BDD-based analysis [8], we can stop evaluation once an
uninterpreted function is found at the tip of an expression and then abstract to
propositional logic. To use if-lifting, a particular type of rewriting, it is necessary
to evaluate partly the arguments of an uninterpreted function.

By directly evaluating the formal semantic functions, our approach is more
rigorous than a translator that has not been verified to match the semantics
of the notation. Our framework is also more flexible than working in a current
theorem proving environment. For example, we are able to return results in terms
of the original specification and provide access to the user to control parameters
such as BDD variable ordering.

Another application for symbolic functional evaluation is the symbolic sim-
ulation step used in many microprocessor verification techniques. Cohn [11],
Joyce [26], and Windley [40] all used unfolding of definitions to execute opcodes
in theorem proving-based verification efforts. More recently, Greve used symbolic
simulation to test microcode [20]. The pipeline flushing approach of Burch and
Dill begins with a symbolic simulation step [9]. Symbolic functional evaluation
could be used inside or outside of a theorem prover to carry out this step for
typed higher-order logic specifications. Inside a theorem prover, it could be used
as a “super-duper tactic” [1].

The use of higher-order logic to create a formal specification can easily involve
building up a hierarchy of several hundred declarations and definitions, including
semantic functions for notations. SFE has been an effective tool in the analysis of
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some large specifications. We have used our approach to analyse an aeronautical
telecommunications network (ATN) written in a statecharts-variant embedded
in higher-order logic. The specification consisted of approximately 3100 lines of
text. The SFE step for the ATN took 111 seconds on an Ultra-Sparc 60 (300
MHz) with 1 GB RAM running SunOS 5.6 .

We present our algorithm in terms of expressions in the lambda calculus (ap-
plications, abstractions, variables). This presentation provides a simple interface
for integrating our implementation of SFE with other tools, as well as giving
enough details to implement SFE. SFE makes it possible to have a general-
purpose specification notation as a front-end for many specialised analysis tools.

2 Related Work

Translation into the input notation of an existing analysis tool is a common ap-
proach to bridge the gap between specialised notations and analysis tools (e.g.,
[4,5,41]). There are three disadvantages to the translation approach. First, un-
less the translator has been verified, there is no assurance that the translator
correctly implements the semantics of the notation. For notations such as stat-
echarts, establishing the correctness of the translation is very difficult. Second,
results are presented to the specifier in the terms of the translated specification,
not the original specification. These results can be difficult to decipher. Third,
translation often must include an abstraction step because the destination nota-
tion is unable to represent non-finite or uninterpreted constants. The translator
then matches only a particular type of analysis.

Owre, Rushby, and Shankar have already demonstrated that the approach
of embedding a notation in a general-purpose base formalism, such as the PVS
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form of higher-order logic, makes a range of analysis techniques accessible to a
specification [31]. We show that this approach does not require theorem proving
support. Besides being difficult to learn for a novice user, theorem provers are
verification-based tools and often use decision procedures only for “yes/no” an-
swers. They usually lack the ability to access counterexamples in terms of the
original specification and do not allow the user to control the analysis with infor-
mation such as BDD variable orderings. Our approach is more flexible because
it operates independently of the analysis technique, and thus is unencumbered
by the effort of dealing with layers of proof management often necessary to in-
tegrate decision procedures into theorem provers. This difficulty is noted in the
work on integrating the Stanford Validity Checker (SVC) [25] with PVS [32].

It is possible to embed a notation in a functional programming language such
as Haskell [33]. This approach has been used for creating domain-specific nota-
tions such as the hardware description language Hawk [29]. Symbolic data types
can be used to represent uninterpreted constants but this approach requires ex-
plicitly describing a symbolic term structure [16]. Also, a programming language
lacks a means of representing uninterpreted types and quantification.

There have been efforts to translate higher-order logic specifications into pro-
gramming languages for execution [2,10,35]. These approaches have been limited
to subsets of higher-order logic, often not including uninterpreted constants.

Boyer and Moore [7] used evaluation as a step in proving theorems in a first-
order theory of lists for program verification. Their EVAL function is similar to
SFE in that it deals with skolem constants. However, SFE also handles unin-
terpreted function symbols, which raises the question of how much to evaluate
the arguments to these symbols. We provide a uniform treatment of this issue
using levels of evaluation. These levels work for both uninterpreted functions,
and functions such as the conditional defined via pattern matching. If the ar-
gument cannot be matched to a pattern, these functions are also treated as
uninterpreted. SFE carries out lazy evaluation, whereas EVAL is strict.

Symbolic functional evaluation resembles on-line partial evaluation. The goal
of partial evaluation is to produce a more efficient specialised program by car-
rying out some expansion of definitions based on static inputs [12]. With SFE,
our goal is to expand a symbolic expression of interest for verification (i.e., all
function calls are in-lined). For this application, all inputs are symbolic and
therefore divergence of recursive functions in evaluation often occurs. Our lev-
els of evaluation handle the problem of divergence. We have special treatment
of uninterpreted constants in substitution because these are free variables. SFE
also handles quantifiers and constants of uninterpreted types.

3 Embedding Notations

Gordon pioneered the technique of embedding notations in higher-order logic in
order to study the notations [19]. Subsequent examples include a subset of the
programming language SML [39], the process calculus value-passing CCS [30],
and the VHDL hardware description language [38]. In previous work [13], we pre-
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sented a semantics for statecharts in higher-order logic. We use an improved ver-
sion of these semantics for analysing specifications written in statecharts in our
framework. For model-oriented notations, such as statecharts, the embedding of
the notation suitable for many types of automated analysis is an operational se-
mantics that creates a next state relation. Symbolic functional evaluation works
with both shallow and deep embeddings of notations [6].

4 A Simple Example

For illustration, we choose an example that is written in a simple decision table
notation used previously in the context of carrying out completeness and consis-
tency analysis [15]. Table 1 is a decision table describing the vertical separation
required between two aircraft in the North Atlantic region. This table is derived
from a document that has been used to implement air traffic control software.
These tables are similar to AND/OR tables [28] in that each column repre-
sents a conjunction of expressions. If the conjunction is true, then the function
VerticalSeparationRequired returns the value in the last row of the column.
Expressions in columns are formed by substituting the row label into the un-
derscore (later represented as a lambda abstraction). In this specification, the
functions FlightLevel, and IsSupersonic are uninterpreted and act on ele-
ments of the uninterpreted type flight. They are declared as:

: flight; /* declaration of an uninterpreted type */

FlightLevel : flight -> num; /* declaration of uninterpreted */

IsSupersonic : flight -> bool; /* constants */

We are interested in analysing this table for all instantiations of these func-
tions. For example, we want to know if the table is consistent, i.e., does it indi-
cate different amounts of separation for the same conditions? Specialised tools
for carrying out completeness and consistency checking are based on notations
that lack the ability to express uninterpreted constants and types (e.g., [22,23]).
We use SFE as a universal translator to determine the meaning of a specifica-
tion in this decision table notation. Using abstraction mechanisms, we can then
convert the meaning of the table into a finite state form, suitable for input to
automated analysis tools.

Table 1. Vertical separation

Default

FlightLevel A _ < = 280 . _ > 450 _ > 450

FlightLevel B . _ < = 280 _ > 450 _ > 450

IsSupersonic A . . _ = T .

IsSupersonic B . . . _ = T

VerticalSeparationRequired(A,B) 1000 1000 4000 4000 2000
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We represent tabular specifications in higher-order logic in a manner that
allows us to capture the row-by-column structure of the tabular specification.
The translation from a graphical representation into a textual representation
does not involve interpreting the semantic content of the specification. Table 1
is represented in higher-order logic as:

VerticalSeparationRequired (A,B) := Table

[Row (FlightLevel A) [(\x.x<=280); Dc ; (\x.x>450); (\x.x>450)];

Row (FlightLevel B) [Dc; (\x.x<=280); (\x.x>450); (\x.x>450)];

Row (IsSupersonic A) [Dc; Dc; True; Dc];

Row (IsSupersonic B) [Dc; Dc; Dc; True] ]

[1000; 1000; 4000; 4000; 2000];

Dc is “don’t care” replacing the “.” in the table. The notation \x. is a lambda
abstraction. The syntax [ ... ; ... ] describes a list. In previous work, we
gave a shallow embedding of this decision table notation in higher-order logic by
providing definitions for the keywords of the notation such as Row and Table.
We provide these definitions in the appendix.

The result of using SFE to evaluate the semantic definitions for the expression
VerticalSeparationRequired(A, B) is:

if (FlightLevel A <= 280) then 1000

else if (FlightLevel B <= 280) then 1000

else if (FlightLevel A > 450) and (FlightLevel B > 450)

and (IsSupersonic A) then 4000

else if (FlightLevel A > 450) and (FlightLevel B > 450)

and (IsSupersonic B) then 4000

else 2000

The result of SFE is an expanded version of the meaning of the specification that
can be subjected to behavioural analysis techniques. This result is semantically
equivalent to the original specification. It is the same as would be produced by
unfolding definitions and beta-reduction in a theorem prover, but we accomplish
this without theorem proving infrastructure.

An abstracted version of the specification is usually needed for finite state
automated analysis techniques. For completeness and consistency analysis, one
suitable abstraction is to use a Boolean variable to represent each subexpression
that does not contain logical connectives. For example, FlightLevel B <= 280
is represented as a single Boolean variable. This process of abstracting to proposi-
tional logic is based on previous work by Rajan [36], and others. This abstraction
is conservative in that the abstract version has more behaviours than the original
specification.

5 Symbolic Functional Evaluation (SFE)

Our SFE algorithm is an extension of the spine unwinding algorithm for evalua-
tion of functional programs found in Peyton Jones [34]. Functional programs are
essentially the lambda calculus without free variables. Uninterpreted constants
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do not have definitions and are free variables in the lambda calculus.2 We extend
Peyton Jones’ algorithm to include a case for variables with special treatment for
the arguments of uninterpreted functions. For efficiency, we make a distinction
between uninterpreted constants and other lambda calculus variables. We also
introduce evaluation levels. Because the evaluation process need not always go as
far as producing a completely evaluated expression to be sufficient for automated
analysis, modes of SFE produce expressions at different levels of evaluation.

5.1 Levels of Evaluation

Levels of evaluation are based on the extent to

f a

b

c

tip

f a b c   =

Fig. 2. Tip of a
function
application

which the arguments to uninterpreted constants, variables
and data constructors in an expression are evaluated.
The tip of an application is the leaf of the leftmost branch
of an application, e.g., f for the expression
f a b c as illustrated in Figure 2. Defined constants and
abstractions at the tip are eliminated in evaluation.

We introduce three levels of evaluation: evaluated to
the point of distinction (PD EVAL), evaluated for rewriting
(RW EVAL), and completely evaluated (SYM EVAL).
These levels are ordered from the “least evaluated” to the
“most evaluated”. The desired level of evaluation is an in-
put to the symbolic functional evaluation process. The user decides on the level
of evaluation based on the type of automated analysis to be carried out. Here
we present the levels informally, however a full specification of the levels of eval-
uation can be found in Day [14].

Evaluated to the Point of Distinction (PD EVAL) If abstraction to propo-
sitional logic is used, evaluated to the point of distinction is sufficient, because
the extra information exposed by further evaluation is lost in the abstraction
process. For example, an expression such as:

IsOnRoute Routes1 A

with the declarations and definitions:

A : flight;

IsOnRoute : (location # location)set -> flight -> bool;

Routes1 :=

{(USA,BDA);(CAN,BDA);(IberianPeninsula, Azores);

(Iceland,Scandinavia);(Iceland, UnitedKingdom)};

2 The G-machine [24], another implementation of graph reduction for evaluating func-
tional programs, is not applicable here because of the free variables. It is necessary
to avoid variable capture when doing substitutions of arguments that may contain
free variables.
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when completely evaluated becomes:

IsOnRoute {(USA,BDA);(CAN,BDA);(IberianPeninsula, Azores);

(Iceland,Scandinavia);(Iceland, UnitedKingdom)} A

If subjected to abstraction to propositional logic, this whole expression is treated
as one Boolean variable – expanding the definition of Routes1 adds information
that is lost in the abstraction process when replaced by a single variable. There-
fore evaluation to the point of distinction only evaluates an expression to the
point where the tip of the expression is an uninterpreted constant or data con-
structor.

Evaluated for Rewriting (RW EVAL) To carry out “if-lifting”, evaluation to
the point of rewriting is needed. If-lifting is a method of rewriting expressions
involving the conditional operator if-then-else to further reduce the expres-
sion. For example, if the value returned by the conditional expression is Boolean,
then the following equality holds and can be used to eliminate the if function:

if a then b else c ≡ (a and b) or (not(a) and c) (1)

Jones et al. [25] describe “if-lifting” of expressions as a heuristic for their validity
checking algorithm. They present two rules:3

((if a then b else c) = (if a then d else e)) ≡
if a then (b = d) else (c = e)

((if a then b else c) = d) ≡ if a then (b = d) else (c = d)

We generalise these rules slightly to lift an argument with a conditional out-
side any uninterpreted function (not just equality). Eventually the expression
may reach the point where equation (1) can be applied. Transforming an expres-
sion by if-lifting and then carrying out abstraction to propositional logic makes
the abstraction less conservative. If-lifting can optionally be carried out during
symbolic functional evaluation.

Evaluation to the point of rewriting evaluates each argument of an uninter-
preted function to the point of distinction. This exposes conditional operators
at the tip of the arguments so that if-lifting can be carried out. The if op-
erator is used in the semantics of the decision table notation described in the
simple example. Therefore, evaluation to the point of rewriting is often chosen
for analysing decision tables.

Completely Evaluated (SYM EVAL) Complete evaluation means all possi-
ble evaluation is carried out. The expression may still contain uninterpreted
constants as well as some built-in constants of higher-order logic such as con-
junction. Complete evaluation can be very helpful in checking the correctness
of the semantics. It may also produce more succinct output than either of the
other two levels, however, complete evaluation may not terminate.
3 We use “if-then-else” rather than “ite”.
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5.2 Algorithm

SFE evaluates expressions in higher-order logic to the point where the expression
is at a particular level of evaluation. The user chooses the mode for SFE usually
based on the least amount of evaluation that is needed for the type of analysis
to be carried out.

Although higher-order logic notation may be enhanced with various con-
structs, fundamentally it consists of just four kinds of expressions: 1) applica-
tions, 2) abstractions, 3) variables, and 4) constants. We subdivide the category
of constants into: 4a) uninterpreted constants (including quantifiers), 4b) defined
constants, 4c) data constructors, and 4d) built-in constants. Evaluation involves
definition expansion, beta-reduction, and evaluation of built-in operations.

Our algorithm carries out normal order reduction, which means arguments to
functions are not evaluated until they are used. Evaluation is carried out in place.
Figure 3 gives the top-level algorithm in C-like pseudo code. It is called initially
with an expression, an empty argument list, and the desired level of evaluation of
the expression. In spine unwinding, the arguments to an application are placed
on an expression list until the tip of the application is reached.

Compared to Peyton Jones’ algorithm, we include extra checks at the begin-
ning to stop evaluation if we have reached the correct level of evaluation. Some
subexpressions may already have had some evaluation carried out on them be-
cause common subexpressions are represented only once. In this we differ from
many interpreters and compilers for functional languages. Evaluation results are
also cached.

We also include cases for variables and uninterpreted constants (a sub case
of constants). In the cases for variables, uninterpreted constants, and early stop-
ping points in evaluation, we have to recombine an expression with its argu-
ments. Depending on the desired level of evaluation, Recombine may carry out
more evaluation on the arguments of an uninterpreted function. For example, for
evaluated for rewriting, the arguments are evaluated to the point of distinction.

The possible values for the “mode” parameter are elements of the ordered
list SYM EVAL, RW EVAL, and PD EVAL. All expressions begin with the level
NOT EVAL. An expression’s evaluation tag is stored with the expression and is
accessed using the function EvalLevel.

If the expression is an abstraction, the arguments are substituted for the
parameters in the body of the lambda abstraction avoiding variable capture,
and the resulting expression is evaluated. While uninterpreted constants are
variables in the lambda calculus, we optimise substitution by treating them
differently from other variables. By adding a flag to every expression to indicate
if it has any variables that are not uninterpreted constants, we avoid walking over
subexpressions that include uninterpreted constants but no parameter variables.

If the expression is an application, spine unwinding is carried out. After
evaluation, the original expression is replaced with the evaluated expression,
using the function ReplaceExpr. A pointer to the expression is used.

The evaluation of constant expressions (EvalConstant) is decomposed into
cases. If the constant is a constructor or an uninterpreted constant, it is recom-
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expr EvalExpression(expr *exp, expr_list arglist, level mode)

if (arglist==NULL) and (EvalLevel(exp) >= mode) then

return exp

else if (EvalLevel(exp) >= mode) and (mode == PD_EVAL) then

return Recombine(exp,arglist,NOT_EVAL)

switch (formof(exp))

case VARIABLE (v) :

if (arglist!=NULL) then return Recombine(exp, arglist, mode)

else return exp

case ABSTRACTION (parem exp):

(leftover_args,newexp) = Substitute(exp, parem, arglist)

return EvalExpression(newexp,leftover_args,mode)

case APPLICATION (f a) :

newarglist = add a to beginning of arglist

newexp = EvalExpression(f, newarglist,mode)

if (arglist==NULL) then ReplaceExpr(exp, newexp)

return newexp

case CONSTANT(c) :

return EvalConstant(exp, arglist, mode)

Fig. 3. Top-level algorithm for symbolic functional evaluation

bined with its arguments, which are evaluated to the desired level of evaluation.
If the constant is a built-in function, the particular algorithm for the built-in
constant is executed. If the expression is a constant defined by a non-pattern
matching definition, it is treated as an abstraction. For a constant defined by a
pattern matching definition, its first argument must be evaluated to the point of
distinction and then compared with the constructors determining the possible
branches of the definition. If a match is not found, the expression is recombined
with its arguments as if it is an uninterpreted constant.

Some built-in constants have special significance. Conjunction, disjunction
and negation are never stopping points for evaluation when they are at the tip of
an expression because they are understood in all analysis procedures that we have
implemented (completeness, consistency, and symmetry checking, model check-
ing, and simulation). Our implementation of SFE can be easily extended with
options to recognise particular uninterpreted constants (such as addition) and
apply different rules for the level of evaluation of the constant’s arguments and
do some simplification of expressions. For example, SFE simplifies 1 + a + 1 to
2 + a, where a is an uninterpreted constant.

Experiments using SFE as the first step to automated analysis revealed the
value of presenting the user with the unevaluated form of expressions to interpret
the results of the analysis. Evaluation in place implies the original expression is
no longer available. However, by attaching an extra pointer field allowing the
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node to serve as a placeholder, the subexpressions of the old expression remain
present. An option of SFE keeps the unevaluated versions of expressions.

No special provisions have been taken to check for nontermination of the
evaluation process.

6 Quantifiers

Writing specifications in higher-order logic makes it possible to use quantifiers,
which rarely appear in input notations for automated analysis tools. In this
section, we describe two ways to deal with quantifiers that make information
bound within a quantifier more accessible so that less information is lost in
abstraction. These logical transformations can be optionally carried out during
SFE.

First, we handle quantifiers over enumerated types. A simple enumerated
type is one where the constructors do not take any arguments. If the variable of
quantification is of a simple enumerated type, then the quantifier is eliminated
by applying the inner expression to all possible values of the type. For example,
using the definitions,

: chocolate := Cadburys | Hersheys | Rogers ; /* type definition */

tastesGood : chocolate -> bool;

the expression

forall (x:chocolate). tastesGood (x)

is evaluated to:

tastesGood (Cadburys) and tastesGood (Hersheys) and tastesGood (Rogers)

Second, specialisation (or universal instantiation) is a derived inference rule
in HOL. Given a term t′ and a term forall x.t used in a negative position in the
term (such as in the antecedent of an implication), the quantified term can be
replaced by t[t′/x], where t′ replaces free occurrences of x in t. Our implemen-
tation has a “specialisation” option that carries out universal instantiation for
any uninterpreted constants of the type of the quantified variable when universal
quantification is encountered in a negative position in evaluation.

7 Abstraction

Symbolic functional evaluation produces an expression describing the meaning
of a specification. After the SFE step, some form of abstraction is usually neces-
sary for automated analysis. The abstraction depends on the type of analysis to
be performed. We implemented an abstraction to propositional logic technique
and represent the abstracted specification as a BDD. Together with SFE, this
abstraction mechanism allows us to carry out completeness, consistency, and
symmetry checking, model checking, and simulation analysis of specifications
written in high-level notations.
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When abstracting to propositional logic, subexpressions that do not contain
Boolean operations at their tip are converted to fresh Boolean variables. For
example, the statement,

(FlightLevel A > 450) and (FlightLevel B > 450) and (IsSupersonic A)

can be abstracted to,

x and y and z

with the Boolean variables x, y, and z being substituted for the terms in the
original expression, e.g., x for (FlightLevel A > 450). This is a conservative
abstraction, meaning the abstracted version will have more behaviours than the
original specification. In this process, quantifiers are treated as any other unin-
terpreted constant. To present the output of analysis to the user, the abstraction
process is reversed, allowing counterexamples to appear in terms of the input
specification.

Along with reversing the abstraction process, the ability to keep the unevalu-
ated versions of expressions during SFE means expressions can be output in their
most abstract form. Keeping the unevaluated version of expressions also makes
it possible to recognise structures in the specification that can help in choosing
an abstraction. For example, the decision table form highlights range partitions
for numeric values such as the flight level. In Day, Joyce, and Pelletier [15], we
used this structure to create a finite partition of numeric values to produce more
accurate analysis output.

Because BDD variable order is critical to the size of the BDD representation
of the abstracted specification, we provide a way for the user to control directly
this order. The user runs a procedure to determine expressions associated with
Boolean variables in abstraction. They can then rearrange this list and provide
a new variable order as input. We use a separate tool (Voss [37]) to determine
suitable variable orders for our examples.

Other abstraction techniques could certainly be used. For example, we are
considering what abstraction would be necessary to link the result of SFE
with the decision procedure of the Stanford Validity Checker [25]. SVC han-
dles quantifier-free, first-order logic with uninterpreted constants.

8 Analysing the Semantics of Notations

One of the benefits of our approach is that it allows specifiers to write in higher-
order logic but still have the benefits of some automated analysis. Therefore,
both a novice user and a theorem-proving expert can work on exactly the same
specification using different tools. The theorem-proving expert might prove that
certain manipulations that the novice user can do manually are valid with respect
to the semantics of the notation. In this section, we give an example of such a
manipulation.

We have used our approach to analyse an aeronautical telecommunications
network (ATN) written in a statecharts-variant and higher-order logic [3]. The
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ATN consists of approximately 680 transitions and 38 basic statechart states,
and after abstraction is represented by 395 Boolean variables. The statechart
semantics produce a next state relation. In these semantics, Boolean flags repre-
senting whether each transition is taken or not are existentially quantified at the
top level. Turning the next state relation into a BDD required building the inner
BDD and then doing this quantification. We discovered that the inner BDD was
too big to build. Therefore we sought to move in the quantification as much as
possible to reduce the intermediate sizes of the BDDs. The system was divided
into seven concurrent components. We wanted to view the next state relation as
the conjunction of the next state relations for each of the concurrent components
by pushing the quantification of the transition flags into the component level.
Gordon’s work on combining theorem proving with BDDs addresses the same
problem of reducing the scope of quantifiers to make smaller intermediate BDDs
by using rewriting in HOL [18].

We hypothesise the following property of statecharts that could be checked
in a theorem prover such as HOL: if the root state is an AND-state and each
component state has the properties:

– no transition within a component is triggered in whole or in part by the
event of entering or exiting a state that is not within the component

– the sets of names modified by actions for each component are disjoint

then:

Sc (AndState [st1;st2; . . . stn]) step ≡
Sc st1 step and Sc st2 step and . . . and Sc stn step

where Sc is the semantic function producing a next configuration relation, stx
is a component state, and step is a pair of configurations. (We use the term
“configuration” to describe a mapping of names to values that is often called a
“state”.) We have sketched a proof of this property but have not yet mechanised
this proof. This property was used with success to allow our tool to build the
next state relation for the system and then carry out model checking analysis.

9 Conclusion

This paper has presented symbolic functional evaluation, an algorithm that car-
ries out definition expansion and beta-reduction for expressions in higher-order
logic that include uninterpreted constants. We have described the application of
SFE to the problem of linking requirements notations with automated analysis.
SFE acts as a universal translator that takes semantics of notations and a spec-
ification as input and produces the meaning of the specification. To connect a
new notation with automated analysis, it is only necessary to write its semantics
in higher-order logic. To use a new analysis procedure with existing notations, it
is only necessary to provide the appropriate abstraction step from higher-order
logic. By linking higher-order logic directly with automated analysis procedures,
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some queries can be checked of the specification, even if all types of queries
cannot be processed automatically.

Our approach is more rigorous than a custom translator, and more flexible
than working in a current theorem-proving environment. For example, we are
able to return results in terms of the original specification and provide access to
the user to control parameters such as BDD variable ordering.

Our algorithm for symbolic functional evaluation extends a spine unwind-
ing algorithm to handle free variables with special considerations for uninter-
preted constants. Levels of evaluation provide a systematic description of stop-
ping points in evaluation to tailor the process to particular forms of automated
analysis. Compared to an implementation of rewriting, SFE need not search a
database for appropriate rewrite rules in a unification step, nor follow branches
that are not used in the end result. SFE could be implemented within a theorem
prover as a tactic.

Symbolic functional evaluation is applicable to any expression in higher-order
logic. We plan to explore how SFE can be used stand-alone for symbolic simu-
lation.
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A Semantics for the Decision Table Notation

This appendix appeared previously in Day, Joyce, and Pelletier [15].
The S notation is very similar to the syntax for the term language used in

the HOL theorem prover. But unlike HOL, S does not involve a meta-language
as part of the specification format for declarations and definitions. Instead, the
syntax for declarations and definitions is an extension of the syntax used for
logical expressions. (In this respect, S more closely resembles Z and other similar
formal specification notations.) For example, the symbol s := f is used in S for
a definition, e.g., TWO := 2, in contrast to an assertion, e.g., TWO = 2.

Another difference that will likely be noticed by readers familiar with HOL is
the explicit type parameterisation of constant declarations and definitions. Type
parameters, if any, are given in a parenthesised list which prefixes the rest of the
declaration or definition. This is illustrated in the definitions given below by the
parameterisation of EveryAux by a single type parameter, ty.

Many of the definitions shown below are given recursively based on the recur-
sive definition (not shown here) of the polymorphic type list. These recursive
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definitions are given in a pattern matching style (similar to how recursive func-
tions may be defined in Standard ML) with one clause for the NIL constructor
(i.e., the non-recursive case) and another clause for the CONS constructor (i.e.,
the recursive case). Each clause in this style of S definition is separated by a |.
The functions HD and TL are standard library functions for taking the head (i.e.,
the first element) of a list and the tail (i.e., the rest) of a list respectively.

Type expressions of the form, :ty1 -> ty2, are used in the declaration of
parameters that are functions from elements of type ty1 to elements of type
ty2. Type expressions of the form :ty1 # ty2 describe tuples. Similarly, type
expressions of the form, :(ty) list, indicate when a parameter is a list of
elements of type ty.

Lambda expressions are expressed in S notation as, \x.E (where E is an
expression).

The semantic definitions for the tabular notation given in the S notation are
shown below.

(:ty) EveryAux (NIL) (p:ty->bool) := T |

EveryAux (CONS e tl) p := (p e) and EveryAux tl p;

(:ty) Every (p:ty->bool) l := EveryAux l p;

(:ty) ExistsAux (NIL) (p:ty->bool) := F |

ExistsAux (CONS e tl) p := (p e) or ExistsAux tl p;

(:ty) Exists (p:ty->bool) l := ExistsAux l p;

(:ty) UNKNOWN : ty;

(:ty)DC := \(x:ty).T;

TRUE := \x. x = T;

FALSE := \x. x = F;

(:ty1) RowAux (CONS (p:ty1->bool) tl) label :=

CONS (p label) (RowAux tl label) |

RowAux (NIL) label := NIL;

(:ty) Row label (plist:(A->bool)list) := RowAux plist label;

Columns t := if ((HD t)=NIL) then NIL

else CONS (Every (HD) t) (Columns (Map t (TL)));

(:ty) TableSemAux (NIL) (retVals:(ty)list) :=

if (retVals=NIL) then UNKNOWN else (HD retVals) |

TableSemAux (CONS col colList) retVals :=

if col then (HD retVals) else TableSemAux colList (TL retVals);

(:ty) Table t (retVals:(ty)list) := TableSemAux (Columns t) retVals;


